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recent years there has been a rich reconsideration of the place of creati

rts practice in research, addressing how practice can be understood as

ethod of research and how embodied arts and material thinking produc

owledge. There has also been a growing number of doctorates complet

rough creative practice (which is variously called 'Artistic Research', 'Ar

ased Research', 'Practice led Research'). However, dance and somaticall

rmed performance, as a minority subject in many Universities, has recei

tle direct attention in these discourses and frameworks and researchers

field often work in isolating contexts with somewhat meagre infrastruct

tworks, resources and channels to disseminate and support the work do

develop productive and meaningful provisions for PaR Doctorates that are suitable to

e fluid, increasingly interdisciplinary and global, creative/research environments wit

hich they intersect. Addressing the needs of research candidates, supervisors,

niversities and the creative industry the aim is to develop resources and guidelines

at are directly relevant to the mobile nature of the creative industry and recognise the

anging needs of the professional dance and performing arts sector. ADiE will

erefore ensure that the rising number of artists entering into, and being nurtured by,

niversity environments receive the best possible supported for their artistic/scholarly

ndeavors and are also well prepared to become our future leaders in the arts.

What are the expectations, perceptions and experiences of the Artistic
octorate?
What are the methodological tools and other training needs of artistic
esearchers in Dance and Performance?
ow are doctoral dissertations in artistic research best supervised and
upported?
ow do doctoral studies through artistic research respond to, and prepare
andidates for, the future?
ow might universities and creative partners better support artistic
esearch doctorates and reflect the future needs of the creative industry
nd higher education environments?

UK Further and Higher Education Act 1992

Further and Higher Education Act 1992

Polytechnics or ‘New Universities’ were the places where ‘practice’
or vocational subjects such as Dance (or Engineering) was offered

he shift to ‘university’ did not automatically afford the institution to
ward its own PhDs and so were often bound by another, older and
often more traditional and established university regulations.

Practice as Research in Performance (2001-2006), Kershaw, Bristol

w does ‘practice as research’ problematize notions of ‘professional’ and ‘academic’
ctices?

at might be the various epistemologies of and knowledges generated by practice as
earch?

at kinds of resourcing/plant/infrastructures are needed for practice as research?

at makes an instance of practice ‘count’ as research?

s practice as research involve different methods as a result of its framing as research
istinct from ‘pure’ practice?

w might the multiple locations of practice-as-research knowledges be conceptualized
assessed/evaluated/judged? And who decides?

t practice as research include some form of disseminable ‘reflection’ or is the practic
erformance/screening contexts sufficient to stand as research outputs?
at might be the role of documentation across media?
www.bris.ac.uk/parip/sep2003.htm)

Outcomes from PARIP project include a book and online
resources:
Practice as Research in Performance and Screen (Allegue, Jones,
Kershaw, 2009)
‘An Historiographic Perspective on Practice as Research’ (Piccini,
online)
‘Incorporating Practice: a multi-view point approach to
documentation’ (Rye, online)
‘Regulations and protocols governing ‘Practice as Research’ (PaR) in
the performing arts in the UK leading to the award of PhD’ (Nelson &
Andrews, online)

Research Grants practice-led and applied route (RGPLA) provides funding for research where
ice is an integral component and/or where it theorises contemporary practice in order to the
m your own individual practice. How your proposal should relate your practice to your researc

must explain clearly how your practice is an integral part of the whole research process, and n
n outcome of your application. Your practice must, therefore, be an integral part of the propos
ramme of research, and the creative and/or performative aspects of the research must be mad
cit in relation to its research questions, issues or problems, its outputs and outcomes and cruc
search methods or approaches.

research questions or problems, the outputs and – most importantly – the research methods, m
ve a significant focus on your practice as distinct from history or theory. A project that is purel
rical or theoretical, with no element of your practice embedded in the research process or a
ct that does not theorise contemporary practice, is not eligible for this scheme. Your proposal
d also place the proposed research in the context of not only your practice, but also in the wid

umentation and critical reflection must be an integral part of the project and
uld be carried out during the award period…

requirements of critical reflection, which is expected to be aimed at a scholar
ience, be easily accessible to other researchers and be in a form that is has so
manency. Such outputs must to a substantial degree be based on your own cri
ection of the creative process rather than an interpretation of that reflection by
ers.

proposed work should aim, through your practice, to illuminate or bring abou
w knowledge and understanding in your discipline or in related disciplinary ar
must make it clear how your practice will contribute to answering the researc
stions you have set.

u are submitting a proposal that aims to theorise contemporary practice in ord
form your own individual practice, you are advised that unless you specify
icitly what practice you are currently engaged with and how the research
gramme will inform your own practice, your proposal is unlikely to succeed an
be considered ineligible.

s route excludes research to provide content. ..Work that results purely from th
tive or professional development of an artist, however distinguished, is unlike
lfil the requirements of the research definition above.
Arts and Humanities Research Board

e Fellowships in the Creative and Performing Arts
CPA) and Research Grants Practice Led and Applied
GPLA) schemes were originally intended for capacityilding in the area of practice-led research and both
hemes operated, in one form or another, for over 10
ars.

Arts and Humanities Research Council, 2010, http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/fundin
opportunities/archived-opportunities/researchgrantspracticeledandapplie

erent institutions adopt very different approaches to the validation and organisation of

demic awards. Some institutions take a more mechanistic approach to the implementation of

ndard frameworks than others with the result that ‘research methods’ modules may owe more
demands of the validating institution than the needs of the subject discipline. Faculties of

,Media and Design working within the New University sector, as opposed to the specialist

itutions, may be more likely to suffer from the imposition of research practices developed for

er disciplines. Whilst some have developed frameworks intended as supportive ‘catch alls’ fo

erse and disparate range of disciplines others focus more specifically on the needs of discret

bjects.

(Amanda Wood, UWE, 20

What kinds of knowledge are privileged or displaced
when performed experience becomes a way of
knowing, a method of critical enquiry, a mode of
understanding?
Conquergood, 1991, p.190

What have we achieved in the past 10 years (2006- 2016)

§ To value Practice as a knowledge maker, generator and meaning maker
§ To have PaR examiners
§ To have regulations in our institutions that valued PaR and were appropriate to our

discipline

§ To have appropriate resources for PaR
§ To have PaR included in Research Councils remit
§ To have systems of peer-review appropriate to PaR
§ To have clarified appropriate methodologies
§ To have clarified the relationship between documentation and the live event for

future researchers and for the development, longevity and visibility of the
discipline

Books

PaR for the Course: issues involved in
development of practice-based doctor
in the Performing

(Boyce-Tillman, Bryden, Bonenfant, Taiwo
Faria, Brown, 2

actice as Research Definition:

search in which the professional and/or creative practices of art, design or
hitecture play an instrumental part in an inquiry. This is not to say that practice
method of research or, as some assert, a methodology Practice is an activity
ich can be employed in research, the method or methodology must always
lude an explicit understanding of how the practice contributes to the inquiry
d research is distinguished from other forms of practice by that explicit
derstanding.

(Boyce-Tillman, Bryden, Bonenfant, Taiwo, de Faria, Brown, 2012 section 2.3.2, p

recent document from the QAA (2011) has called for equivalence between doctoral
alifications:

One of the objectives ... is to emphasise the need for equivalence in the different
types of UK doctorate. One of the ways in which this can best be achieved is to
demonstrate that doctoral candidates face similar intellectual challenges, both during
their programme and at the point of final examination. The UK doctoral assessment (thes
and viva together) provides the evidence of equivalence at the end of the programme in
that all doctoral candidates experience a similar format, i.e. assessment of the thesis
followed by the closed oral examination, with two or even three examiners (some
institutions routinely use three examiners, two of whom are external if a member of staff
being examined). External examining is a key feature of UK quality assurance processe
and at least on external examiner is required at each oral examination.
(Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education Academy 2011)

§ practice-based, practice-led, practice-as as well as

Artistic Doctorates, Professional Doctorates.

Boyce-Tillman, Bonenfant, Bryden, Taiwo, de Faria, Brow
2012, HEA, Palatine, University of Winches

There is increasing interest in Europe in innovative developments in the UK. The
Bologna Follow-up group advised the 45 Ministers at the London Ministerial
Conference on the Bologna Process:
Programmes known as “Professional Doctorates”, or practice related
doctorates, are doctorates that focus on embedding research in a reflective
manner into ... professional practice. They must meet the same core standard
as “traditional” doctorates in order to ensure the same high level of quality. It
may be appropriate to consider using different titles to distinguish between ...
professional doctorates and PhDs. In order to develop a real discussion on
this topic, it will be important to ensure the dissemination of information
from those European countries that have experience in this area, and
particularly the UK where the number of professional doctorates is growing
rapidly across the higher education sector. (EUA 2007)

How far can other ways of knowing from the purely rational be
validated at
doctoral level?
• How far can the traditional shape of a thesis be challenged?
• How far does a whole thesis have to be in a permanent form?
• How much text should accompany the artefacts?
• What methodologies are most appropriate for practice-asresearch?
• What is the relationship between a PhD and Professional
Doctorate
(Boyce-Tillman, 2012, p.20)

Practice as Research (PaR) and PaR-like paradigms have emerged and evolved as
formal entities within academic environments in various territories since roughly the
mid-1980s, beginning in Finland, with significant international acceleration in the late
1990s and the 2000s (for a ‘map’ of these developments, see Gislin in Kershaw
2009: 105-106). While we, for simplicity’s sake, use the term PaR in this report,
similar research paradigms have emerged in Francophone Canada (where the term
research-creation is used, and the University of Quebec has graduated more than 60
PaR-based PhD candidates), in the Nordic countries and elsewhere continental
Europe, especially in the Netherlands and Belgium (where the term artistic research
tends to be used), France (where the term artistic sciences is used) and in Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa and the United States (where PaR tends to be used, for
either for the more discipline-specific ‘Performance as Research’ or the crossdisciplinary
‘practice as research’).
(Bonenfant, 2012, p.21)

PaR moves beyond and outside of many of the other contemporary, critical research
methodologies – because PaR’s strategies for research process and research product
can deeply engage metaphor and move beyond the limitations of logical, academic
language, thanks to the inclusion of artistic product in its research processes and/or
outcomes. PaR engages with a kind of Merleau-Pontian phenomenological interest in
sensation (beyond that of sight) as a ‘unit of experience’ (Merleau-Ponty 2002: 3-14).
However, it also makes space for us to understand sensation as an aesthetic and
metaphorical parameter of creative knowledge generation. This means it can be used
to begin to express the hitherto academically ineffable.
(Bonenfant, 2012, p.23)

§ Types of Doctorate
§ Category 1: Subject Specialist Doctorates
§ Category 2 : Doctorates by Publication
§ Category 3: Professional or Practice-based (or

practitioner) Doctorates

§ Practice is now recognised, mostly at a subject level, as a knowledge maker, generator
§
§
§
§

§
§

and meaning maker, but often not at an institutional level
We now have examiners who themselves undertook PaR PhD’s
Institutions now have various systems for accepting and regulating PaR which are
appropriate to our discipline
There are still issues with resourcing
Although Practice-led research had its own small funding arena that has now been
phased out, practice-led research projects are notoriously difficult to fit into the AHRC
funding criteria and the success rate of such projects is very low compared to other
more traditional approaches
Methodological approaches are as various as the students but often the question of
methodology is not sufficiently developed
The questions surrounding how practice is presented, examined and documented still
needs consideration

§ PhD’s of a variety of types requiring students to undertake a

variety of methodologies, create varying outcomes. There has
been no standardisation, indeed a proliferation as PhD’s by
practice are available in almost all UK universities
§ A variety of hypothetical student experiences –
§ it felt like I had to do 2 PhD’s
§ The writing still seemed the most important
§ I didn’t know what to do with the DVD of my practice
§ after the examiner has seen my practice then where does it
reside
§ I feel like I have to be a specialist in the philosophical,
psychological, sociological
§ My supervisor doesn’t seem interested in my practice
§ I don’t have access to resources I need (dancers, studios,
editing equipment, funds to create new work)

§ A variety of supervisor experiences
§ I just don’t have the time to see the work as well as read

all the written material
§ The written material needs so much work I have to spend
all my time as a copy editor
§ The student doesn’t seem able to talk about her own
practice other than in subjective terms which remain
unconnected to the wider artistic field
§ The student is trapped by the need to make a reputation
(applying for funding, touring and making new works) for
herself that the research seems to suffer
§ The practical work is of very poor quality

Resourcing the next generation, securing the discipline

it time to make a more clear distinction between
rofessional doctorates and PhD’s by practice?
o we expect too much from PaR PhD students?
hould there be a 100% PaR PhD?
an a PhD (rather than ProfD) offer a taught element
rder to develop clear critical thinking?
o students need an already established artistic
ractice to successfully complete a PhD?
oes it matter if the PhD practice is not of a
rofessional standard?
What is the relationship between professional arts
ractice and PhD study/practice

What can we learn from one another’s other models
and systems for Artistic Doctorates
How can we justify and secure resources for PhD
students in an increasingly competitive
undergraduate market
How do we make links with professional
organisations so that PhD students are developing
artistic careers as part of the PhD process
What are the methodological tools and other
training needs of artistic researchers in Dance and
Performance?

How are doctoral dissertations in artistic research
best supervised and supported?
How do doctoral studies through artistic research
respond to, and prepare candidates for, the future?
How might universities and creative partners better
support artistic research doctorates and reflect the
future needs of the creative industry and higher
education environments?
What resources do supervisors of Artistic
Doctorates need to improve their skills
What resources do students need to improve their
study/practice

